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June 2020
Learn Share Enjoy
From our President
It has been eight weeks since the Covid 19 pandemic caused us to close down. Now there seems to be
light glimmering at the end of the tunnel. But it is important to reflect that those of us over 70 years of
age need to take extra special care as we are the most likely to be impacted.
Last week we received advice from the Yarra Ranges Council which is given on page 2 of this
newsletter.
We are also restricted in that access to our usual venues such as the CFA Fire Stations has been
cancelled for the time being due to the nature of the situation that we find ourselves in.
Our Committee has now met twice since the pandemic restrictions came into force utilizing Zoom
Video Conferencing and our regional meeting with neighbouring U3As will be conducted next Friday
using Zoom.
Unfortunately, we have to maintain our social isolation for a while yet.
Stay well and safe.
Bob Lillie
President

Office Update
From 15th June the U3A Upper Yarra office will open every Monday from 10am to 12
noon. Due to the social distancing rules, we are asking members not to come to the
office unless it is really necessary. However, we will be able to answer your phone
calls.
59671702
Emails will continue to be monitored and responded to on a daily basis from office
volunteers’ homes.
office@upperyarrau3a.org.au
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An Update from Yarra Ranges Council
Hello Senior Citizens and U3A clubs,
I hope you’re enjoying the early easing of restrictions and catching up with your family.
With the easing of restrictions I can imagine you are keen to get back into your club facilities and get your
members together. I must stress that we do not recommend it at this time. Community facilities like libraries
and community houses will be opening from June 1 with restrictions of a maximum of 20 people in the
space whilst adhering to physical distancing regulations. These premises will be thoroughly cleaned at the
end of each day.
We believe that clubs should avoid meeting until well after this initial easing of restrictions and as schools
and communities begin to reopen. Particularly as the easing of restrictions may cause community
coronavirus outbreaks. I request that you hold tight a little longer and when we get the green light you will
be the first to know. I understand this may be a frustrating for some, social isolation has been and
continues to be a tedious time.
If I can assist you in anyway please let me know. Stay safe and I will be in contact with you when we get
the go ahead.
Thanks April
April Paterson
Age Friendly Community Officer
03 9294 6816 / 0419 353 865
a.paterson@yarraranges.vic.gov.au

A FEW WORDS ABOUT WORDS
Our Philosophy class is held online these days, with members replying with questions or comments of
their own, to the issues raised by the various contributors. Sometimes we diverge into a by-way or
two, which can prove fruitful.
One writer, Allan Watts, referred to the joy our Palaeolithic ancestors must have experienced, when
they realised a grunt and lots of gestures, could be replaced with a name, and an instruction . Words
were born. Not words we would recognise, of course. But gradually over many years this strange
phenomenon called language developed, changed and re-developed, and is still changing.
Some examples: various writers in The Conversation have coined these words
 Instead of “social distancing” use “distance socialising”
 Enforced isolation could be “staycation joy”
 Reluctance to rejoin crowds again, maybe is “coronaphobia”. Samantha Selinger-Morris in the
Age (May 28) called this FOGO – Fear Of Going Out –quite normal, only do what is comfortable
for you.
A side discussion arose in our Philosophical musings, about how words can mislead, be imprecise, or
hurtful, explanatory or loving, misunderstood, be expressive of dozens of emotions, or locked away
unused.
Examples of words as weapons were sent to me from “Aeon” magazine. (Thanks Raewyn) Howard
Wilkins writes an impassioned plea for the use of the words “Anglo-Saxons” to describe the habits,
artefacts and character of early Medieval Britons. Apparently some extreme groups have been using
the words as an insult, a by-word for racial attack, so others want to abandon the usage. In a
different article, Tom Woolridge examines the out-of-control behaviour of those who are unable to
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express feelings in words, and instead use e.g. over-eating, as one way of showing their internal
agonies. Words or inability with words can be problematical.
Arthur Koestler in “The Act of Creation” believes humour, particularly in words, to be a starting point
for creating anything – a painting, a sculpture, a building, a garden, a scientific thesis, a mathematical
formula. He quotes from John van Neumann, mathematical genius:
I’m worried about my son
Why? He looks OK to me
His teacher said he should see a psychiatrist.
So?
The psychiatrist says he’s got an Oedipus complex
Oedipus, Schmaedipus, don’t worry, as long as he’s a good boy and loves his mama!
We not only need acquaintance with words, we need to be familiar with so much else – knowledge of
psychology, understanding of culture – all of which have built up during the aeons humans have been
experimenting with words and writing.
An article in The Conversation about the Stella Prize in March this year began “Words can help us
imagine the world more deeply. Even as we retreat into our homes in this time of crisis, words can help us
reach out to each other and pile up strength.”
I am hoping that we, doing our best to extract from the University of the Third Age as much further
education as we can, will continue to use words, not as weapons, or as something inaccessible; but as
humour, helpfulness, comfort – and joy - as we reach out to those within our sphere of influence.
I believe, most times, words are all we have.
Helen Clancy

Time for thinking!!
1.BELT B

U

C

K

L

E

DOWN

2.BELLY

NOSE

3.SPIN

HAT

4.CLOTHES
5.NORTHERN

ON
OUT

6.KITCHEN

PATH

7.CLAW

HEAD

8.MERE

COMBAT

9.TALCUM

Fit words into the grid so
that each links with the
end of the word on its left
and the beginning of the
one on the right – the first
word has been done for
you.
Answers next page.

PUFF
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Thanks to Graeme
Edwards for these
wonderful photos to
cheer us up.

A rubber-band pistol was
confiscated from an algebra
class, because
It was a weapon of math
disruption

There was the person who
sent ten puns to friends,
with the hope
that at least one of the
puns would make them
laugh.
No pun in ten did.

Answers to quiz on page 3:
1. Buckle

2. Button

3.

6. Garden

7. Hammer 8.

Bowler

4.

Hanger

Mortal

9. Powder

5.

Lights

Finally,take care of yourself and let us know how things are going with you. We would love to have
some items that we could share in our next Newsletter.
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